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Abstract 
Web service composition is most impressing method for development and deployment of e-business. Description and 
modeling the behavior requirements of composite Web services for users and verifying composite  Web service 
compliance to specific requirements is an important key in design of services. But most work does not address the 
issue of how to model the requirements that the BPEL4WS processes are supposed to satisfy. The specifications in 
verification works are general temporal relation based on activity or scenario in essence. Distinguish with these work, 
we propose a novel concept of behavior specification based on activity chain in which granularity is between activity 
and scenario. Chain existence mode, chain absence mode are designed to express such behavioral requirements based 
on activity chain that is similar with safety or liveness specification based on activity respectively. Encode them on 
Labeled Transition System LTS and then give them exact operation semantics. Finally, an example is illustrated. 
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1.Introduction  
A Composite Web services has implemented the integration of information and reuses of software in 
internet. However, distributed nature of Web accessible service components makes interoperability and 
integration especially challenging: interface violations, concurrence errors and different interaction 
behaviors etc. This led to many research analysis and verification issues in theoretical and practical [1] 
Tarek[1],Kazhamiakin[2] and Bordeaux[3] focused on anglicizing communication behaviors of 
composite Web services to answer whether one peer participated in composite  Web service communicates 
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wit other peers in according with specific protocol? Two peers are compatible with each other? One peer 
can be replaced with others? Ouyanga[4], Nakajima[5] ,Qiu[6] checked whether a composite  Web service 
flow is correct? Whether the constraints among components are satisfied? And verify the business flow 
with full support for compensation and error handling. Fu[7],Can[8] ,Mongiello[9], Foste[10]  and Aalst[11] 
checked whether the flow behavior of a composite  Web service are compliant to user’ specific 
requirements. 
However, most of existing works do not address the issues of how to model the requirements that the 
BPEL4WS processes are supposed to meet [12]. The behavior requirements are usually two types. One is 
LTL or CTL like logic formula which is temporal relations based on activity [7-9]. Another is MSC like 
graphic specification which is based on scenario [10-11]. Some scholars attempted to find more expressive 
method to describe behavior requirements, For example, Pistore[12] and Rouached [13]. But in essence, 
their methods are based on activity or event. In case of composite Web service, behavior requirements 
usually deal with multi-activities of different service components. We call them behavior specifications 
based on activity chain which granularities are activity chain. Expressing them with general LTL formula 
may lead it too complex to be understood due to its small granularity. Meanwhile MSC or automaton 
method can not describe more detailed requirement than scenario. 
In this paper, we focus on the behavior requirements based on activity chain. How to describe such 
requirements with concise method? What are these requirements dynamic operation semantics? We 
propose chain existence mode and chain absence mode to express the behavior requirements for composite 
Web services. They have the properties just like the liveness and safety properties based on activities. Their 
exact semantics are expressed in modes LTS. We can express general requirements based on activity chain 
in term of these two chain modes. 
2.Activity chain in composite   Web service and behavior requirements 
Let WS={ws1,ws2,…,wsm, wsorch} represents a composite Web services where wsorch is the name of 
orchestrator and wsi is a service component. 
Difinition2.1.O.WS={oWS|oWS=op[?m] or oWS= op [!m]}is the set of operations in the ports of ws, 
where op is a name of operation.
AWS={aWS|aWS= receive[o]wsorch or reply[o]wsorch or invoke[o]wsorch.}is the set of basic activities of 
service ws. 
Aorch={aorch|aorch=receive[o]ws or reply[o]ws or invoke [oWS] }is the set of basic activities of 
orchestrator.  
O=Ӣ{oWS|wsWS} is the set of operations in a composite  Web service 
Act=Ӣ{aWS| aWSAWS, wsWS} is the set of basic actitities of a composite  Web service. We also 
omit the subscript of aWS in cases without ambiguity.  
Difinition2.2. finite activities tuple C= <a1, }, an>, where aiAct, 1didn, ai+1 immediately follows ai 
in an execution of Composite Web service WS is called an activity chain.  
An infinite or finite activity chain ı=<V1, },Vzˈ}>,ViActˈi.1.is a trace of an execution of a 
composite  Web service when it just contains all the activities occurred in an execution order of composite  
Web service. 
let C=<a1, }, an> an activity chain and V=<V1, },Vzˈ}> a trace of WS. a is an activity of WS. 
Definition2.3. C and V are of chain existence relation, written C C-EX V, if there is a finite subtrace 
<Vi1, },Vin)> of ı satisfies that Vij=aj,1djdn. we say C is of chain existence mode globally if C C-EX V 
hold for any trace V, written C C-EX Globally and C is named required. 
Definition2.4. C and V are of chain absence relation, written C C-AB V, if there is no any finite 
subtrace <Vi1, },Vin)> of ı satisfies Vi=C. C is of chain absence mode globally if C C-AB V holds for any 
trace V and C is named unreachable. 
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Chain existence mode is a concise method for users to express such a kind of requirement based on 
activity chain that can be regarded as an extension of liveness property based on activity. Meanwhile chain 
absence mode can be regarded as extension of safety property based on activity. 
3.The semantics of activity chain modes 
The labeled transition system (LTS) is widely used to describe the dynamic semantic of distributed 
concurrent system [14]. In this section, we encode the activity sequence modes presented in section 2 into 
LTS and give these modes the precise interpretation. 
Definition3.1 An LTS is a tuple L=(S,A,o,s),where S is the set of finite states. A=DL Act is the set 
of finite activities. oSuAWuS is a transition relation. AW=AĤ{W}. s is initial state and W is internal activity 
that is invisible to extern.  
When L executes an activity a, aAW, (s, a, s’)o, then it may become L’, L’=(S, A,o, s’). Denote it 
L oa L’, iff s oa s’, here, s oa s’ is the same mean that of (s, a, s’)o. 
Definition3.2.Let LTS L1,L2 are two LTS. The parallel of two LTS is the LTS L denoted as L=L1||L2. 
The rules of parallel operation of two LTS are listed below.. 
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In this paper, a  Web service is expressed as a LTS and a composite  Web service is expressed as the 
parallel of finite LTSs that is LW==L1||L2||}||Lkˈ Li, 1didk, presents a service component. Then the 
execution and its trace of a composite Web service can be defined below. 
Definition3.3. Let L=<S,A,o,s0>,A=DL, is a LTS. U=s0a1s1a2 s2}is an infinite or finite alternating 
sequence of states and activity labels, where siS,i0,ajA,j1, si-1 o
a si, it1. U is called an execution of 
L. V=<a1,a2}> is called the trace corresponding to U. 
Definition3.4. Let L=<S,A,o,s0>,A=DL, is a LTS. sS, aDLĤ{W}ˈPost(s, a)={s’| s o
a s’} is the 
set of direct successor states of s related to activity a. Post(s) =ĤaęDLĤ{W}Post(s, a) is the set of direct 
successor states of s 
A state s is called termination state of L when Post(s) =. An execution of L is called finite 
termination iff after finite steps of execution of L, U=s0a1s1}sn and Post (sn) =.: 
In order to facilitate users to express the behavior requirements based on activity chain, we will give the 
exact meaning of every mode by interpreting its semantic through the mapping rule. The mapping rules 
from behavior modes to LTS have been listed in figure 3.1below. The mapping rules from behavior modes 
to LTS have been listed in figure 3.1below. 
  
Figure 3.1 chain modes mapping rules and LTS 
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In general, a specific LTS presents a ceaseless reactive system which its executive path is infinite. 
Thus if it goes into a terminate state, that is Post(s) =), s must be its deadlock state. However, a LTS 
presents a  Web service or its chain modes in this paper and its normal execution may be finished after 
running infinite or finite activities. If a state s is a terminate state, it may be possible a deadlock state or 
possible normal finite finish state. In order to verify the compliance with chain modes for composite Web 
services in future work, we extend chain existence mode LTS to capture its normal finished execution. In 
figure 3.1(1), the LTS is extended with self-loop transition labeled with @LC-EX in terminate state sn. The 
self-loop transition is called receive transition. @LC-EX is called receive activity and sn is called receive 
state.  
Similarly, We extend chain absence mode LTS to capture its absence character that means its specific 
state is not reachable. In figure 3.1(2), the LTS is extended with error state. The detailed explain can be 
seen definition 3.5 and definition 3.6. 
In order to check the compliance to chain absence mode for a composite Web service, we extend the 
chain absence mode LTS. 
Definition3.5 let LTS L=<S,A,o,s0> is a LTS. 3=<{S},A, ,S> is LTS that is trapping into an error 
state and S is an error state meaning that the 3 can not go further more. 
Definition3.6 .let LTS L=<S,A,o,s0> is a activity chain absende mode LTS.  L’=<S{S},A, o’,s0> 
where o’ is o{s oa S|sӇS, aӇA, ӄs’ӇS. s oa s’}. L’ is called as image LTS. 
In figure 3.1(2), LC-AB is an image LTS which is express the property based on activity chain should not to 
occur. 
4.Example and analysis 
Example: Flight and Hotel are two existed services, which provide separately flight and hotel booking 
service for the Client. Travel agency F_H is the composite Web service orchestrator, which provides 
integrated service for client. F_H is responsible for invocation operations of Flight and Hotel. Figure 4.1 
describes an interactions scenario. The safety and liveness property based on activity chain are listed 
below  
R: (1) The service must start to invoke flights filter after it has received a request of a client.  
(2)After finish flights filter service, it must not provide flights sort service. 
 
Figure 4.1 An execution scenario of F_H 
The behavior requirements above are expressed in such chain modes below 
(1) C1 C-EX GloballyˈC1=<receive[flights_hotels_ filter]C, invoke[flights_filter]F> 
(2) C1 C-AB GloballyˈC1=< receive[flights_filter]F, invoke[flights_sort]F> 
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Figure 4.2 is the LTS of composite Web service F_H, chain existence mode LTS, chain absence mode 
LTS. 
The LTS of F_H is obtained by translating BPEL process of F_H into LTS [10]. For simplicity, we 
omit the LTSs of two services, F and H, and their parallel. Because in example, the composite service is in 
orchestration synthesized. A client, F and H communicate with only orchestrator F_H. services. The 
activities related with behavior requirements are all in F_H service. The figure 4.2(2) and (3) are chain 
mode LTSs of R.(1) and (2) respectively in example.  
5.Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose the concept of behavior specification based on activity chain. Its granularity is 
between activity and scenario. Behavior requirements based on activity chain are temporal relations 
between activity chains. We propose two chain modes that are chain existence mode and chain absence 
mode to express certain properties based on activity chain. These two chain modes are regarded as 
extensions of safety property and liveness property based on activity in usual. Chain modes facilitate users 
to express such behavior requirements in concise mode. Its idea is come from the attribute patterns [15,16]. 
But in chain modes, the scope is not adopted obviously. The reason is that with a the scope the mode would 
be more complex and scope can be regarded as other modes that will be discussed in our other work. 
Future work may be consideration of the sufficient and necessary condition for the compliance verification 
to chain modes. 
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 Figure 4.2 The LTSs of composite Web service F_H, chain modes and their parallel 
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